
30” Single Electric Wall Oven. Enhance 
your kitchen with this wall oven by 
Bosch. Select the perfect cook setting 
for your dishes, including bake, broil, 
and roast. Use the warm setting to 
keep your food warm until everything, 
and everyone, is ready. Cleanup is a 
breeze with the EcoClean, 2-hour self-
clean cycle. This feature delivers 
improved energy efficiency by running 
for the shortest period of time
possible.

Bosch Dishwasher, The industry’s 
best performing dishwasher helps 
deliver impeccable washing and 
drying performance. This fully 
integrated dishwasher features four 
stainless steel wash arms that helps 
ensure water reaches every corner 
of the tub for exceptional cleaning. 
A Heat Dry option and durable, 
stainless steel tub help ensure 
dishes are dry when the cycle ends.

Bosch 36” French Door Refrigerator. This refrigerator is 
designed to deliver a clean, integrated, built-in look, 
while keeping the food fresh. Includes extra bright 
interior LED lights, a MultiAirFlow system which keeps 
temperatures consistent and a SuperCool feature 
allowing warm food to be cooled quickly. The 
SuperFreeze allows frozen foods and ice cream to 
remain frozen when warm foods are added to the 
freezer. With a quick push of the SuperFreeze button, 
you'll be able to freeze warm foods and the original 
freezer will reset after 24 hours. The digital display (via 
LED) is clear to read and easy to use. 
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Thermador 36” Pro-Style Gas Rangetop with 6 Pedestal Star Burners. 
This unit features 6 Star Burners. Star Burners create a perimeter 56% 
longer than a round burner of the same size, which allows the inclusion 
of more flame ports. The result is a stove burner that delivers superior 
flame spread and a reduced cold spot for faster and more even heating 
across any size pan. Star Burners boil water over 50% faster than 
leading competitors. The ExtraLow feature provides the widest variety 

of temperature control of any simmer system. It cycles on and off to 
maintain temperatures as low as 100°. Perfect for simmering delicate 
sauces or keeping food warm without scorching.


